
BLACKLINE REFRESH trade-in program

When an incident occurs, the clock starts — and it doesn’t stop until help arrives. What happens in between 
is in your hands. If an employee falls from a ladder, dangerous weather is approaching, or an explosion or gas 
leak has occurred, each passing minute without action could mean a worker not going home to their family.

 G7 gives you the chance to control time. Our cloud-hosted monitoring platform displays the whereabouts 
and well-being of team members in the field — easily identify if someone has encountered a potential 
hazard, along with all environmental data collected by their device, for empowered emergency responses. 

A leading gas detection program begins with leading and reliable gas sensor technology. Compatible with 
over 20 high-quality gas sensors, including the groundbreaking MPS-LEL, you can rest easy knowing you can 
deliver your team to safety and account for every single employee along the way. No one is left behind.

Turn the devices you have into the solutions you want. Save on a new Blackline Safety G7 or 
G7 EXO when you trade in a competitive brand of personal gas detector or area monitor.

The Refresh Program is designed to allow you to upgrade your existing gas detection fleet to the 
latest technology from Blackline Safety.

Trade in when you buy Blackline Safety solutions, and we’ll apply a rebate towards your 
purchase – a better way to part with your aging gas detection fleet.

For more information, visit Blacklinesafety.com/refresh

Four types of devices MULTIPLE WAYS TO SAVE

G7c or G7x Standard 
lone worker monitor

G7c or G7x Single-gas  
personal gas detector

G7c or G7x Multi-gas  
personal gas detector

G7 EXO  
area gas monitor

Our PROMISE

Meet THE FAMILY

COMPETITIVE UNIT BLACKLINE DEVICE REBATE

Single-gas personal 
gas detector

G7c or G7x Single-gas personal detector $20

G7c or G7x Multi-gas diffusion personal detector $30

G7c or G7x Multi-gas pump personal detector $45 

Multi-gas personal gas 
detector

G7c or G7x Multi-gas diffusion personal detector $65

G7c or G7x Multi-gas pump personal detector $90 

Area monitor G7 EXO area monitor $500

Contact your Martin Sales Rep or call 800.828.8116.


